Are doctors the structural weakness in the e-health building?
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Abstract
Progressive evaluations by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) demonstrate that health care is now or becoming unaffordable. This means nations must change the way they manage health care. The costly nature of health care in most nations, as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) seems independent of the national funding models. Increasing evidence is demonstrating that the lack of involvement by clinicians (doctors, nurses, pharmacists, ancillary care and patients) in e-health projects is a major factor for the costly failures of many of these projects.

The essential change in focus required to improve healthcare delivery using e-health technologies has to be on clinical care. To achieve this change clinicians must be involved at all stages of e-health implementations.

From a clinicians perspective medicine is not a business. Our business is clinical medicine and e-health must be focussed on clinical decision making. This paper views the roles of physicians in e-health structural reforms.

Introduction
Within the past three to four decades of the current technology revolution, the term e-health has become a focal point for attempted radical changes to our health system and has been offered as the solution for the maladies affecting healthcare delivery.1,2

This viewpoint paper aims to present a balanced perspective and evaluation on where e-health and its associated technologies (health information technology (HIT)) fit into the demands for essential healthcare reforms not only in Australia but also internationally.

Critical to this discussion is the place physicians have within the e-health culture, and how they have so far responded to changes in e-health and its associated technologies.

A dynamic force that will have a major impact on how physicians approach e-health is that of the use of modern web technologies such as social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) by patients, which will cause a seismic shift from hospital-based, clinic-focussed and ‘doctor knows all’ models of care to the patient becoming the primary managers of their own health.3

It is clear that physicians and clinicians as a whole must become more involved in the processes associated with HIT implementations so that e-health can achieve the promised successful outcomes that have not yet been achieved. As Coiera stated in 2003, ‘The biggest information repository in health care lies in the people working in it, and the biggest information system is the web of conversations that link the actions of these individuals’.4 As physicians are a major component of this repository, the current low and inappropriate involvement of physicians in the e-health revolution are major factors in many of the costly failures and adverse outcomes of e-health projects.5

Core definitions of e-health and associated terms
As e-health is a relatively new concept and was previously seen to lie outside the clinical domain, some core definitions should assist the reader in assessing where this phenomenon fits within healthcare delivery.

What is e-health? – ‘e-health’ is defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as ‘the combined use of electronic communication and information technology in the health sector. It refers to the healthcare components delivered, enabled or supported through the use of information and communications technology’.5

Informatics is defined as the study of the science of information.7

Health (biomedical) informatics is seen as the science of how information is used in health and healthcare.8
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From these definitions, it can be seen that information and its management are core elements of e-health. This is where health professionals, including physicians, nurses, pharmacists, primary care physicians (PCP), allied health workers as well as patients, play a critical role in the delivery of care.

Physicians as information managers

Physicians when delivering care, whether acute, intermediate, chronic or preventive, are seen as health information managers. Therefore, there is a need to understand how physicians currently manage clinical information and whether it is managed appropriately or inappropriately. We also need to understand what the current health outcomes of this management process are.

Healthcare is seen as a service profession, and a key component of this service delivery is management of information by clinicians. But what does this actually mean?

In routine care, clinicians collect data such as patient history, perform physical examination, create reports, access laboratory data, read X-rays results, and then record these data (through the production of notes, operative reports, prescriptions and diagnostic test results). Clinicians are also involved in transmitting these data through various means: through telephone, paper documents, electronic charts and email. Finally, they process this information to arrive at a diagnosis, or deduce a hierarchy of possible diagnoses and initiate treatment(s). This process becomes an iterative cycle of data and information management so that care can be monitored, adjusted and measured.9

From this description, it can be seen that information is not an adjunct to care, it is care itself, and effective patient management therefore requires the effective management of patient data and information.

The critical functionality of health information management in patient care is now a part of the WHO charter, and as the WHO acknowledges that health, information and management are critically interlinked when it states that ‘there is no health without management, and there is no management without information’.10

This understanding of clinical information management, based on physician clinical decision-making (CDM), was shown by Blum more than four decades ago and was reaffirmed more recently by Coiera.11,12

Current evaluations of healthcare information management

If physicians, as major actors in the clinical information management processes, are to understand why e-health has been described as an ‘essential’ technology for healthcare, it is important to document the complexity of modern healthcare and the inability of the unaided human mind to manage the rapidly expanding health knowledge base (Fig. 1).13

Figure 1 displays the sets of facts that require processing by the human mind in the management of the expanding field of genomic data. The curve has an exponential growth slope, yet baseline human cognitive capacity remains flat.

Genomic data are not the only domain of impaired CDM and clinical information management; however, this graph serves to highlight the limitations of the unaided human mind to manage healthcare using traditional or inappropriately designed decision support tools.

Based on this knowledge, it is not surprising that physicians are not performing well in the current clinical environments despite the rapid deployment of healthcare technologies. There is also evidence that physicians, as distinct from primary care practitioners, have demonstrated a reluctance to use effective e-health technologies. This problem is not just local, it is an international one.14–16

Historically, one of the initial comprehensive reports on the use of computer-based technologies in healthcare came from the Institute of Medicine (IOM) in 1991. This institute concluded that ‘The Computer-Based Patient Record: [is]An Essential Technology for Health Care’.17

Since that report was published, there has been an exponential growth in the number of technologies and systems that have the potential to improve significantly a clinician’s ability to monitor, measure, integrate and improve healthcare. We now see mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, being carried by clinicians throughout their daily activities where they can access the internet, laboratory results and radiology. Within this...
technological revolution, we are also seeing patients assuming greater control of their care, often without direct contact with their physicians.

There is a distinct urgency and need to evaluate whether these devices are providing appropriate ‘clinical decision support’ and information management so that adverse events happen less often, health costs are lowered and patient outcomes are improved. Another critical factor in these evaluations is to assess whether HIT is doing any harm to patients.5

Using current healthcare measurements, the disturbing evidence is that the overall costs and quality of healthcare delivery are not improving, and health is becoming unaffordable despite the growing availability of advanced e-technologies.18

Healthcare has now become unaffordable in many countries. Fineberg documented health costs as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) in 2012 for OECD countries, and noted that this ratio is essentially the same (apart from the United States) for all countries and is rising at unacceptable rates and sits between 8% and 10% of GDP for these countries. It can also be concluded from this study that the factors driving healthcare costs appear to be independent of the health funding models for healthcare (i.e. costs are increasing regardless of whether health funding models are essentially public, private or in combination).19,20

The most recent data from Australia on healthcare costs reveal that the economic burden is around A$130 billion per year (9% of GDP), with an estimated rise to 16–25% of GDP by 2025.21

Additional evidence has shown that ever-expanding state and federal healthcare budgets have not restrained these health costs, as they remain focused primarily on the administrative models of care and those technologies that support healthcare as a ‘business’. For health costs to be controlled and lead to improvements in care, the real focus of healthcare budgets should be on addressing the current ‘business of clinical care’ and health information mismanagement.22,23

The problems highlighted above are not uniquely Australian. McCollum reported in 2003 that the United Kingdom is also facing a bureaucratic nightmare and failures within its health funding models.24

Similar results for the United States were documented by Orszag. He demonstrated that the quality of healthcare for Medicare patients in individual states in the United States was independent of the total amounts of funding allocated through their federal Medicare programme.25

Another major factor that affects the costs, quality and outcomes of care is what is known as variation in care.26,27 Variation in care is the phenomenon in modern medicine of the observed differences in the way apparently similar patients are treated from one healthcare setting to another.

More recent findings on variation in Medicare spending in the United States by Fisher et al. (2003) and Zhang et al. (2010) confirm these findings, and challenge the assumption that the answer to improved healthcare delivery is more funding using the existing ‘business’ models of care rather than addressing the issue of clinical information mismanagement that is driven by current CDM processes.28–31

The American IOM provides periodic reports on health quality and safety for many countries, and these confirm the commonality that increased health funding using current models of care do not improve healthcare outcomes or quality. The institute’s first alarming report was To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health Care System.32 This was followed 5 years later by Leape and Berwick’s report Five Years after To Err Is Human: What Have We Learned? These reports concluded that there had been minimal changes in care outcomes and patient safety despite the rapid advances in available healthcare technologies. Their conclusions documented the important role physicians were having in retarding progress to improve healthcare.

Leape and Berwick specifically referred to physicians as providing a blockage to e-health changes due to an ingrained ‘culture of medicine’ and the slow ability of the profession to adapt to change.33

The latest report from the IOM in 2011 found similar poor health outcomes despite rising healthcare budgets.18

Measuring care delivery

We are now able to document more clearly the roles that CDM has in the overall management of healthcare delivery, and how this affects costs, quality, outcomes and access to care through the use of evolving e-health technologies and the availability of more standardised data. These advances are coupled with the enhanced ability to store and manage large masses of information in mobile devices (smartphones, tablets) and the progressive improvements in interoperability between clinical HIT systems.34

Examples of systemic failures within current health systems – administrative and clinical

The following examples highlight that these systemic failures are an international problem and not localised to Australia.

Even though countries such as Denmark, the Netherlands, Singapore, Australia, Singapore and Canada
have achieved much higher adoption rates of electronic health record (EHR) projects, there are mixed evaluations on the impact that these systems have on healthcare.31

For example, problems associated with HIT implementation at the national level have been highlighted recently by the United Kingdom’s decision to end its national programme for HIT implementation within the NHS after spending £6.4 billion of the allotted £11 billion. One estimate from government officials is that more than £12 billion has been spent. Much of this waste is related to poor project design, and blame has been largely directed towards civil servants (administration) for this fiasco; civil servants have also been blamed for keeping ministers in the dark over the ‘unbelievable’ scale of the ‘disaster’.

This particular case stresses how difficult it is to resolve the complex issues of contracts, product capabilities and vendor performance. These can actually be more difficult to deal with than issues related to patient safety.36

The Canadian healthcare system has many similarities with that of the Australian Medicare universal healthcare model: it also has a universal healthcare model based on a national levy on incomes and is intended to provide universal cost-effective, free access to care. Although it has less private insurance than the Australian model, the Canadian healthcare system still provides an excellent comparison on some core issues within health management.

Using the 2005 annual data taken from the Canadian health system in patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD), Levin et al. highlighted the issues of inappropriate and overuse of healthcare resources as a direct consequence of flawed physician CDM.37 To illustrate this point, Levin et al. reported the following:

• 5% of CKD patients occupied 19% of patient beds unnecessarily
• 5% of CKD patients had 25% of unnecessary blood tests
• The costs of these unnecessary tests to the Canadian economy are CAN $4.55 million a year, with each test costing CAN $4.50 each

These data from the Canadian healthcare system reveal that many millions of unnecessary tests are being ordered, and this has a major effect on healthcare costs even when the costs of some of these unnecessary tests appear to be minimal (CAN $4.50 each). In 1979, Johns and Blum demonstrated that this excess in tests being ordered led to further information overload and affected future CDM.38 For the total Canadian economy as a whole, these unnecessary tests create an economic burden totalling billions of dollars, which could be put to much better use elsewhere in the system.

In 2011, Dawson documented similar findings within the Canadian healthcare system on the overuse and inappropriate use of computed tomography scanners and magnetic resonance imaging.39

The Canadian examples are relevant to the Australian context because Australia currently uses imprecise and somewhat inaccurate healthcare evaluation parameters and measures. Similar findings of inappropriate and overuse of healthcare resources have been found in the United Kingdom, which is also a relevant comparison for the Australian healthcare system.40

Thus, the resource utilisation phenomenon is international. A study in the United Kingdom revealed significant incidences of unnecessary tests being ordered in emergency admissions departments during after-hours, rostered on-call times. All these unnecessary tests were related to the continued use of predominantly paper-based record systems and poorly designed e-health systems, which can be seen as an ineffective support for the core function of CDM and the associated essential technology of computerised provider order entry (CPOE). The process of CPOE is where the physician (or other clinician including patients) has the prime responsibility for the data capture not available electronically from other sources.40

Another factor contributing to the high costs and poor quality of healthcare, and directly related to CDM, is the occurrence of adverse drug events (ADE).

Using existing clinical systems to monitor and detect these ADE, Bates et al. demonstrated that within most hospitals, reliance is placed on spontaneous voluntary reporting of identified adverse events (often in paper records). However, this method overlooks more than 90% of adverse events detected by other methods, such as retrospective chart review (only a slight improvement) and computerised clinical decision support (CCDS), but is expensive and does not facilitate prevention.41

Similar benefits of ADE detection as shown by Bates, using a computerised alerting system based on a longitudinal electronic record, were found using the e-health system developed in-house at the Latter Day Saints Hospital in Utah.42

The non-clinical costs of preventable ADE have also been evaluated, and demonstrate the high costs involved for physicians, patients and medical indemnity groups. This was demonstrated by Rothschild et al. in 2002. His study revealed that there was an equal incidence of ADE in inpatient and outpatient settings, of which more than 73% were preventable, and 43% of these were life-threatening or fatal. The cost of resolving (i.e. settling through indemnity) these preventable events was a mean of US$367 000 versus US$64 000–US$74 000 for non-preventable ADE.43

In Australia, there is no clear evidence on the incidence of ADE outcomes. However, a recent Cochrane
review by Callen et al. confirmed the high-risk situations that physicians are placing patients in at the time of discharge from healthcare institutions by failing to follow up on tests already performed. This means that the continuity of care among the physician, the patient and the primary care practitioner is broken at the time of discharge.\textsuperscript{44}

A final example of systemic failures that occur within the current healthcare systems and which affect physicians is that of communication (or lack of communication) among hospitals, PCP and patients. The cornerstone of these communications is considered to be the discharge summary.

Despite the known benefits of electronic discharge summaries, this aspect of e-health remains poor among clinicians. Fries and Whiting-O’Keefe et al. demonstrated that computerised summary formats did not diminish the quality of healthcare communication, and tabulated results better enabled physicians to predict outcomes of care.\textsuperscript{55,56} More recently, Sands has demonstrated benefits to care management and patient support using email communications directly with patients.\textsuperscript{47}

Additional evidence confirming that communication across healthcare is inadequate comes from Holland. In 1994, Branger et al. documented the poor timeliness and poor quality of hospital discharge summaries. A key finding of this study was that 60\% of standard letter format discharge documents are never read, indicating that the routine letters sent from hospitals to PCP (in cases where they are actually sent) are not only delayed but are also a poor communication tool for the continuity of care.\textsuperscript{58} Similar findings were found by Kripalani et al. in 2007 in the United States.\textsuperscript{49} This is despite the establishment of guidelines for email communications between physicians and patients.\textsuperscript{25,50}

This evidence demonstrates some of the prominent roles that physicians have in the current healthcare system and their responsibility for some of its shortcomings. Therefore, major efforts must be made to change the current models of information management to make them more reliable and transparent and less prone to errors so that they can ultimately lead to improvements in patient care.\textsuperscript{17}

**Models of clinically focussed, effective e-health systems**

The following series of examples demonstrate how effectively designed e-health systems with a ‘clinical care focus’ provide better patient care and can decrease costs while enhancing quality and access to care through better CDM and health information management. They also demonstrate that all these components are interrelated: what you do to one directly affects the others.

These systems address the problems of overuse, underuse, inappropriate use and variation in the use of clinical resources and communication that result from clinical information management overload and impaired CDM by the physician. The historical evidence for this dates from the late 1970s.\textsuperscript{37,38}

These examples of e-health demonstrate how effective clinical computing can improve healthcare outcomes, as well as provide modelling for future e-health systems. They also demonstrate how computerised clinical information management knowledge can be transferred successfully to resource-poor nations and environments where they continue to expand to meet the demands of individual local and regional healthcare environments.

A critical component of these projects is that they are built on local and international collaborations that have evolved beyond disease-specific solutions, to education and prevention, and involve local ownership of the health information.\textsuperscript{51–56}

On the issue of hospital to PCP communication, e-summarisation has been shown to be an effective tool since the 1980s.\textsuperscript{55,56,57} Knowledge from that research formed the basis for the successful implementation of e-health systems through form designs in developing nations.\textsuperscript{58}

Through the use of a well-established, in-house developed longitudinal e-health system (electronic record system) at the Regenstrief Institute in the United States, physician online ordering was influenced by electronic decision support that led to significant reductions in patient length of stay, laboratory testing, medications, bed and other charges. These benefits represented a US$3 million per year in savings in 1993 figures, which in the current era would represent billions of dollars.

The Regenstrief Medical Record System (RMRS) has been used by clinicians for decades, so any major changes that may be required (a known problem with vendor-based HIT projects) could be considered a potential cause for system failure. The designers of the RMRS recently needed to update the clinical decision support system with new technologies, and they were able to achieve this with minimal disruption to the clinical care functionalities on a database of more than eight million patients. This is an example of excellent user interface design and clinician end-user involvement in HIT projects.\textsuperscript{59}

The management of antibiotic prescribing protocols remains an area of poor quality management in healthcare. Therefore, the results from a study on computerised antibiotic guidelines on more than 160 000
patients using the HELP (Health Evaluation through Logical Processing) record system in Utah are a strong affirmation of the benefits of appropriately designed clinical e-health systems. This study was designed to measure the clinical and financial outcomes resulting from the implementation of computerised antibiotic practice guidelines.60

The significant outcomes of this study are listed below.

• Overall antibiotic use: decreased 22.8%
• Mortality rates: decreased from 3.65% to 2.65%
• Antibiotic-associated ADE: decreased 30%
• Antibiotic resistance: remained stable
• Appropriately timed preoperative a/biotics: increased from 40% to 99.1%
• Antibiotic costs per treated patient: decreased from $122.66 to $51.90
• Acquisition costs for antibiotics: decreased from 24.8% to 12.9% ($987 547) to ($612 500)

The authors concluded from this study that the Case-Mix Index,4 which measures patient acuity levels, increased during this period. This meant that they were treating sicker and sicker patients while better utilizing the delivery of antibiotics. These conclusions regarding the Case-Mix Index are relevant because, as we measure care more accurately with better clinical data, there is emerging evidence that coarse measurements of healthcare costs, such as Case-Mix, Diagnostic Related Group,5 and Activity Based Funding,6 are most likely inappropriate measures for determining the quality of healthcare and ongoing funding allocations.27

Broad recommendations for effective e-health solutions

From a broad perspective, for e-health systems to be effective, they must be mediated through effective CCDS and also support clinician provider order entry (CPOE), particularly at the physician level of patient care. The following core elements are essential to the effectiveness of e-health systems:

• Clinical information should be captured at computer terminals, at the point of each transaction through clinician provider order entry (CPOE) and not on paper. [A transition period is often required from paper to computer, and effective design of paper forms for CPOE has been shown to be accurate and efficient.]78

• The ability to capture clinical information anywhere in the hospital or at any patient encounter is essential. This information should be available immediately wherever it is needed.
• The response time for CCDS should be rapid and measured in blink times. This is where the pre-defined data interrogation rules search the e-health database and deliver to the user an alert, reminder and other rule that is necessary for care at that time, for example serum potassium (K+) and digoxin.52
• The CCDS tools should be reliable and accurate.
• The e-health system should guarantee confidentiality, and the security of patient information should be protected.
• The CCDS should be friendly to the user and reinforce the user’s (clinician’s) behaviour. If clinicians are not involved, then system failure is guaranteed.
• There should be a common registry for all patients. This would permit ease of access for a wide range of functionalities, from day-to-day care to authorised research.53

E-health systems that have these core functionalities will eliminate the logistical problems of paper records by ensuring clinical data are timely, reliable, complete and available to all users of the system. They will also reduce the workload associated with clinical bookkeeping by reducing the incidence of missed diagnoses, ADE, medical errors and forgotten preventive care. Access to clinical data will be research ‘gold’ within these longitudinal lifelong records, and they will enable the development of better measures of care for clinical and epidemiological outcomes, as well as for research management.

Within these systems, the problems will not relate to the technology and data storage, which are rendered reliable by current technologies, but to the information management needs of physicians (clinicians) that must be addressed. This means that the e-health system must provide timely, reliable, complete information and knowledge access at the point of care and in formats that are relevant to the specific patient care process.61

The Australian healthcare system needs appropriate reform based on an effective e-health agenda.

Until ‘clinicians’, and in particular physicians, become involved and educated in clinical information management, we will continue to see expensive administrative, commercially driven and government-led implementation disasters. As a country, we are not alone in facing challenges with this aspect of healthcare delivery.
International successes that can benefit Australian e-health projects

Examples of using existing e-health knowledge to provide the successful adaptation of HIT to resource-poor clinical environments are the Academic Model for the Provision and Treatment of Healthcare (AMPATH) and the Open Medical Record System (OpenMRS) projects. These were initially designed to manage the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Africa but have now evolved to worldwide implementations and are supported by the WHO for all disease states. These projects form part of the core information management systems for the Millennium Villages Project.

The benefits to care delivery, education and prevention delivered by these systems are built on the adaptations of the knowledge taken from systems such as the RMRS and the international translocation of the Johns Hopkins Oncology system. The application of clinical data capture and clinical decision support in the original Hopkins system cannot be underestimated. It used clinical summarisation, user-defined flow charts and data plots that supported decision-making. It had an advanced system of protocol-directed care management for oncology patients, which included pharmacology and allied healthcare management protocols. Data captured within the system were used for research and electronically supported the national cancer data registry. The core of this system was its complex data dictionary.

In Hong Kong, there has been rapid implementation of a territory-wide e-health system with expanding complexity to meet the community and health authorities’ needs. Features underlying the success of this project were strong government involvement and financing of the initial development of the clinical radiology system, and its demand for the territory to have a unified e-health system for all citizens. Crucial to this project’s success was the project director’s clinical focus on the systems development and measurement of effectiveness at all stages.

These projects confirm that any successful national e-health system must have the following functionalities: collaboration, scalability, flexibility, the facility for rapid form design, the use of standards, web-based connectivity and of low cost (preferably open-source and downloadable for free). Importantly, these e-health systems must be clinically useful.

Discussion

Based on existing experience and knowledge, the development of effective e-health systems must be supported through collaboration that involves both government and non-government organisations, and through openly shared developments and the ‘best of breed’ modules within these shared infrastructures. The developments must remain patient-focused and involve clinicians.

Any e-health system must aim to improve patient outcomes, and be able to be scaled to manage millions of patients and supports care, education, prevention, and research both locally and internationally.

Due to the complex nature of healthcare, any national e-health system must have the flexibility to cover all aspects of healthcare delivery. As part of this flexibility, the e-health system must provide the facility of rapid form design that will enable easy data capture in the patient care environment. This is the basis for good CPOE. Data are the core resource for healthcare evaluations.

It is the physicians who are the most important users of clinical data, and therefore they should be supported and involved in the design of systems to capture data for clinical care (i.e. CPOE) and support CDM.

Such systems must use the established available standards for healthcare and be able to incorporate newer standards that will be developed in the future. This will allow any effective e-health system to maintain its flexibility for the changing needs of care delivery.

By extension, the use of non-ambiguous coded data capture will also enable the system to be able to support high-class research for large populations.

In the current era, web-based connectivity is essential for sharing data and information. In situations where internet connectivity is intermittent, modern technologies, such as mobile devices (phones, tablets devices), enable data capture, storage and manipulation until connectivity is restored.

To enhance cost-effective implementations, the overall system must be of low cost so as not to prohibit adoption. For developing nations, the nuts and bolts of the system must be downloadable for free (e.g. http://openmrs.org). This has become a very strong argument for the use of open-source, e-health systems.

Although the IOM refers to the ‘essential’ nature of HIT, these technologies are not without their failings. For the past several years, the Electronic Computerised Record Institute (ECRI) (https://www.ecri.org/Pages/default.aspx) has defined HIT as being among the ‘top ten technology hazards in healthcare’. For instance, in their 2013 annual report on technology hazards (https://www.ecri.org/Documents/secure/Health_Devices_Top_10_Hazards_2013.pdf), the ECRI stated: ‘Patient/data mismatches in EHRs and other health IT systems and Interoperability failures with medical devices and health IT systems were hazards number 4 and 5 respectively’.
The 2012 article by Coiera et al. provides a comprehensive overview of the nature and complexity of the problems associated with e-health and its relevance to the Australian healthcare environment. The article also emphasises the need to minimise harm from e-health.72

The lack of physician involvement in e-health projects often leads to clinically, non-useful systems or processes that can introduce patient harm and increase errors. This is described as, ‘health IT done well’ and ‘health IT done poorly’, a concept that has been extensively documented by Silverstein.73

Conclusions

The title of this paper asks ‘Are doctors the structural weakness in the e-Health building?’ The clear answer is yes; however, physicians are not the sole problem.

We need collaboration among governments, vendors and developers to build and implement effective e-health systems locally and nationally.

The critical role of the physicians (and other clinicians) is to provide guidance to the groups above on how e-health systems should best be designed to enable the effective safe delivery of care. The failure to engage physicians and other clinicians effectively and meaningfully will see the structures of healthcare reform fail repeatedly.

Physicians also have a major role in that they must overcome the resistance described by Leape and Berwick as the ‘culture of medicine’.33

Modern web technologies are allowing patients to better manage their health, and so the role of the physician as we now know it will change radically and quickly, so physicians need to immerse themselves and be active players in the e-health revolution, or find themselves stranded in an era of healthcare information management that is costly and of inferior quality.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Clinical-scientific notes

Deep vein thrombosis in association with acute intravascular haemolysis in glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency: a unique case

Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency is well known to cause haemolysis in susceptible individuals, but the association with thrombosis has not been previously described.

A 40-year-old, previously fit, non-smoking man presented with 5 days of fatigue, back pain, breathlessness and jaundice. He was anaemic with a haemoglobin (Hb) of 63 g/L, associated with intravascular haemolysis. Lactate dehydrogenase (LD) was 2210 (normal <420) and bilirubin was 97 (<20), with normal liver function tests. He had haemoglobinuria and undetectable plasma haptoglobin. Blood film showed oxidative haemolysis (see Fig. 1). He had consumed a large quantity of raw broad (fava) beans the evening before symptom onset. Quantitative analysis of G6PD enzymatic activity on the OpenMRS system: collaborating toward an open source EMR for developing countries. AMIA Annu Symp Proc 2006; 1146.

Figure 1 Blood film on admission showing many blister cells, characteristic of oxidative haemolysis.